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we can often only tell to which word class a
word belongs when it appears in a sentence,

and the same applies to the grammatical
function performed by a phrase. in the sentence

shell go next monday the noun phrase next
monday indeed has the function of adverbial.
(note that next monday is a noun phrase, not

just a noun.) the preposition phrase (pp) in the
morning cannot be said to have any function in

isolation; you need to put it into a sentence.
have a look at my post on adverb and adverbial
where i make clear that a noun phrase like last
week can have various functions, depending on

where it occurs in the sentence. in your
sentence shell go in the morning the pp

functions as adverbial. finally, as regards in the
heart of, this isnt a unit, as a noun phrase is

missing at the end. if we have in the heart of the
city we have a pp overall, which contains a pp
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inside it, much like a russian doll. if we have in
the heart of the city we have a pp overall, which
contains a pp inside it, much like a russian doll.

in that case we can say the pp is the head of the
clause. the pp itself does not have a

grammatical function, and so there is no need to
mark it in that way. the pp itself just expresses
information that may have been expressed by

the noun phrase it consists of. so, as i said
above, the pp in the city expresses that the city
is located in the heart of london. (of course, you
can also say 'the heart of the city' or 'the centre

of the city', but using the pp will make the
meaning clearer). in the sentence shell go in the

morning the pp functions as adverbial. in that
case we can say the pp is the head of the

clause. the pp itself does not have a
grammatical function, and so there is no need to
mark it in that way. the pp itself just expresses
information that may have been expressed by

the noun phrase it consists of. so, as i said
above, the pp in the city expresses that the city

is located in the heart of london.
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Grammar Form And Function 2 Answers Key

grammar form and function is a collection of 15
activities designed to help your students

connect with vocabulary and more. each activity
contains a review, a review, a review, a

practice, and a practice. the activities are
designed to provide a variety of content to

address english language learners (ells)’ ells’
grammatical processing issues. the purpose of
this guide is to provide a contextual view of the
vocabulary needed to understand grammar and

give you suggestions about how to teach
grammar. it also serves as a road map to

grammar courses that will help you introduce
grammar-related vocabulary to your students.

an exciting new series of books, liberating
grammar, brings together the first ever

collection of books on grammar in an accessible
and integrated way. we have written the books
using the same language-learning methods that
we use to teach our language classes. we can

often only tell to which word class a word
belongs when it appears in a sentence, and the

same applies to the grammatical function
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performed by a phrase. in the sentence shell go
next monday the noun phrase next monday

indeed has the function of adverbial. (note that
next monday is a noun phrase, not just a noun.)

the preposition phrase (pp) in the morning
cannot be said to have any function in isolation;
you need to put it into a sentence. have a look

at my post on adverb and adverbial where i
make clear that a noun phrase like last week

can have various functions, depending on where
it occurs in the sentence. in your sentence shell
go in the morning the pp functions as adverbial.
finally, as regards in the heart of, this isnt a unit,

as a noun phrase is missing at the end. if we
have in the heart of the city we have a pp

overall, which contain a pp inside it, much like a
russian doll. 5ec8ef588b
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